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Looking for the latest Region activities? Check us out on
website at www.sunshineregion.org. You can also get
there via links from the NMRA website at
www.nmra.org. Thanks to Robert Feuerstein , our Webmaster, for keeping the site up to date. You can also try
sunshineregion groups.io Group and join the egroup for
latest information. Richard Webster is owner and moderator of this site.
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Journal Box
Editor
Robert Raymond

So I gotta be honest – I have a
medical issue that I’m dealing with. It’s
going to require surgery and “lifestyle”
changes (some of you know what I’m talking about). It’s upsetting and complicated.
And if anything will make you think of
your place in the world and possibly the
world without you, it’s this sort of thing.
But it’s caused some room for
reflection.
I’ve been thinking of my model
railroading hobby: its trains, scenery, operations, this thing I’ve been doing since I
was five years old. The other week I was at
the Orlando N-Trak train club (a club I’m
very proud of, and of which I’m the senior
member (been in their roster for thirty-five
years now)). I looked at the backdrops I
painted decades ago, the cliffs I carved, the
extensions I was involved in (or protested
against (and, admittedly, was wrong
about)). I thought about the monthly ops
sessions we’ve held since we were actually
doing mother-may-I switching along the N
-Trak blue line. It gave me pause to consider my friendships over the years, the
stories and laughs and even, occasionally,
the blow-ups.
I can still remember the round
robin group we all engaged in for over a
decade; every Monday night I’d bolt out of
work like Fred Flintstone, hit a fast-food
joint, then go to that week’s session.
Sometimes I’d host. Sometimes I’d run a
local. After a rough day at work, I might
just run varnish and make sloppy station
stops. It amazes me that we’d still do that
after a day at work – we’re all getting too
old for that now. But yes, there were some
fine layouts hosted by Bob Martin, Jim
Tenefrancia, Al Mack, Ed Rigg and even
unabashedly my own Donner Pass and
Cuesta Grade. Great times.
The round robin group has
changed to weekends (with Doc Michaud,
Rob Gross, JW and now my Tuscarora.
However, this being the hobby that it is,
I’ve slowly expanded my base of operations. Now I run occasionally with Ken
and Bev Farnham on their wonderful Florida East Coast. And down the I-4 Circus
Maximus, there is a string of them (Tom
Wilson’s Pittsburgh and West Virginia
(pictured elsewhere in this issue), John
Wilkes’ Virginia SouthWestern, and Greg
and Gail Komar’s West Virginia Northern)
– looking at that list, I seem to boomer
The Journal Box

Virginia a lot. And way down south,
there’s Al Sohl’s Western Bay. And all of
the layouts listed in this paragraph are
stunningly sceniced and uniquely operated.
I’m fortunate that I’ve made the call
boards on these fine pikes.
There is also John Brenann’s layout, which I think the late Bruce Notman
once took me to and I have a standing invite to return to – after recovery, I’m saving this one as a treat. But I’m thinking of
picking the brains of the North and South
NMRA divisions for layouts within a two/
three-hour drive from Oburg… once I’m
healed.
Of course, I still want to get back
out to La Mesa Club in San Diego. Their
ops are the ops of ops – if you don’t think
you can sit on a siding for four real hours
under TT&TO, this might not be for you.
But if you want to try real operations in the
1950s along their beautifully-modeled thirty-five scale mile line, you should look
them up. Next session is in November. I
think I might risk it this year.
I hope you don’t mind me being
maudlin in this piece – I’ve just been off
the caboose footplate backwards along the
rails of time, of the wonderful folks who
have invited me into their homes or shared
the struggles of our club with. It’s a wonderful hobby, one of the best out there. The
people are friendly and caring, artistic and
just a little bit nutty. But really, it’s what
makes my life a life worth lived.
I thank you all.
P.S. Thought of this—if you’d like to post
up your monthly operation session (or
simply contact information for placement
on a call list), post the Journal Box at RobertRaymond@bellsouth.net and I’ll list
your layout.
Yes, I’m doing this as a way to
find even more layouts to run on!
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Cover Shot: Rotary Plow #2
takes on water before heading upgrade to clear the line around
Dolores. Let’s hope that the photographer taking that close-up
doesn’t step back and find just
how deep the canyon behind him
really is. Operating along the
Western Bay Railroad is not for
the agoraphobic. (Photo & Train
Credit: Al Sohl, MMR 305)

The Journal Box wants to share
your Thoughts! Photos! Howtos! How-nots!
If you have anything that can
help me burn white space,
please don’t hesitate to contact
me, Robert Raymond, at…

RobertRaymond
@bellsouth.net
We pay a generous royalty of
NOTHING except the prestige
of seeing your words and images here in print. Don’t
delay! Our next deadline is
August 15th!
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stain is applied to the outside. For most
HO scale kits this means 1/8 inch wood
braces as seen in picture 1 . The problem
John Crellin
with this, if you want to build an interior,
is that by adding a 1/16 inch wall, you
now loose 3/16 of an inch of interior
space on every wall. That’s a lot in HO
scale unless the building is very large.
Craftsman Structure Tip In my case, the structure I am
building here is only 2 x 3 ½ inches and I
Building for an Interior
want all the arcade games to fit. (Picture 2
Here is another way to look at
& 3) I therefore purchased a single piece
of solid basswood plywood 1/16 inch
building a wood craftsman structure that
thick. It is a large piece but was under $5
allows the maximum interior space. All
wood craftsman structures such as FOS
and it can be used for multiple small strucscale models of even old Campbell kits or tures.
I then cut a piece to fit the walls.
FSM kits need to have bracing inside to
keep the wood from warping when paint or Make sure you subtract a little on two ends

Contributor

of two walls to allow the walls to fit together. (Picture 5 & 6) I then glued the
outer and inner walls together and held
them down for an hour with weight.
(Picture 7 & 8)
At this point I stained painted and
constructed the structure per the manufacturers instructions. (Picture 9) I painted the
interior walls to match what I was trying to
achieve. As you can see in the picture
(Picture 10) I added a floor, carpets, wall
hangings and finally the arcade games.
The roof is removable to be able to see the
interior.

(1)

(2)

(<3)
(4>)

(5)

(7)

(8)
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Picture 9 (left) and picture 10 (below)
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Contributor
Eric Menger

SSR Visits Joe Brann’s SVL
Achievement Program (AP) Evaluation: Eastern Division
On March 12, 2022, three SSR members (Ken Hoot, judge and Regional AP Chair,
Richard Paul, judge and Northern Division
Chair, and Eric Menger, judge and Eastern
Division Chair) visited the Susquehanna Valley Line (SVL) by Joe Brann in Orlando, Florida. Our main goal was to judge Joe’s hand laid
trackwork for his NMRA Achievement Program “Model Road Engineer – Civil” Certificate and our secondary goal was to judge three
of Joe’s HO-scale scratchbuilt freight car models toward his “Master Builder – Cars” Certificate. Joe had already achieved his Golden
Spike Award plus AP Certificates in five other
categories, so we knew going in that he was an
accomplished model railroader. His model
railroad can be viewed on his website at Susquehanna Valley Line Model Railroad (svlrr.com), and I’ve included a photo in this article.
Joe welcomed the three of us into his
home and even provided snacks! However, the
three judges had already spent time at Colonial
Hobby on Mills and then at Beefy King * on
Bumby Street in Orlando, so we were stuffed.
But the ice water was certainly welcome as we
had been talking trains for two hours before
meeting at Joe’s and our mouths were dry!
Anyway, after visting Joe’s layout (the SVL),
which is in a spare bedroom, we got straight to
work reviewing his AP handiwork.
First up was the hand laid
(scratchbuilt) trackwork to ensure all NMRA
requirements were met for the Civil Certificate.
He needed a scale track plan that identified
overall size, track elevation, curve radii and
turnout sizes, and other requirements as detailed in the April 2019 Statement of Qualifications (SOQ). He also needed to demonstrate
the satisfactory operations of a section of the
model railroad and the hand laid trackwork
mentioned above. To achieve the Civil Certificate, Joe also needed a Merit Award for each
of three hand laid track types as listed in the
SOQ.

Thanks to all submitters—we had
way more written freight than we
* Editor’s Note: I can’t confirm Joe’s abilities at
could ship! Don’t worry—we’ve
tracklaying and car damaging, but I can attest
got another JB movement in the
that Beefy King is a wonderful grubhut. But
fall and we’ll try to find a spot in
sometimes it’s harder to get into than a poorly
the boxcar for you!
run classification yard. You’ve been warned!
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Joe used Fast Tracks jigs to
complete his hand laid track, with Micro
Engineering rail and ties. Flex track extensions were added to his hand laid
work. All soldering work was very neat
and clean, and all rail was in gauge and
had the prototypical features we were
looking for.
To test the trackwork, Ken
measured everything with the NMRA
HO track gauge, and then we had Joe
connect power to the track and fire up his
Alco S3 switcher powered by an NCE
throttle.
The loco smoothly traversed all
the hand laid track, as well as operated
on at least 50 linear feet on Joe’s layout.
The evaluation form for the Model Railroad Engineer – Civil is a ‘Pass-Fail”
type of grading system, so no points are
given. Joe achieved a merit award
(passed) for all three scratchbuilt track
sections for this portion of the AP review.
The Journal Box

Next, we examined three of Joe’s scratchbuilt freight cars. To
merit in this category, the modeler needs at least a score of 87.5
on the standard NMRA Evaluation Form for Cars (see 2019-cars
-eval.pdf (nmra.org)). The judges sat down at Joe’s kitchen table
to review each car one by one.
Ken Hoot led the judging to make sure we followed the
NMRA guidelines closely. Joe submitted scratchbuilt models of a
Drover’s Caboose, a Stock Car, and a Flat Car with a steel beam
load. His models and documentation were outstanding, and each

received merit awards, with all three hitting scores of over 100
(highest being 115.5). I believe that at least one of them could
have won First Place at a National Conference. The Stock Car (or
Cattle Car) had interior detail with hay bales inside if you looked
closely, plus hundreds of Tichy Train Group #8018 rivet castings
to simulate carriage bolts on the bracing and complete AB brake
rigging underneath. It took Joe 13 months to build it from
scratch.

The flat car and drover’s caboose were also very well done and looked better in person than in these photos.

All in all, it was a successful visit. Joe completed his
Well done, Joe, and thank you to Northern Division
Civil work, and all documentation is being forwarded to the Na- members Ken Hoot and Richard Paul for driving down from
tional AP Manger for review and certification. He also received
Jacksonville to Orlando to help me with the judging.
enough points for merits on all three scratchbuilt models and now
needs to complete one more scratch built model and four others
[Photo credits: Joe Brann and Eric Menger]
(kits/super-detailed OK) to achieve his Cars Certificate.
The Journal Box
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Off
The Wire

...Late, breaking news to be written into the flimsies
and passed to the crews…

If you are planning to attend and haven’t registered
yet, please email me at bevchase@aol.com and let
me know, so that I make sure we have plenty of
food for everyone.
The Eastern Division Workshop is set for June 11,
2022.
At the Family Christian Academy church/school,
15060 Old Cheney Hwy. Orlando 32823. With guest
speaker Rich Mahaney presenting four different Clinics.
**The admission cost will be $15.00, pre-paid for the
workshop, which will include lunch.
Admission at the door will be $20.00, includes
lunch.

Opens 9am – until 4:00 pm

If you want some models judged, advance notice is
needed so that we are sure to have Judges available.
** The Orlando N-Track Club will be holding an open
house after the Workshop.
Beverly Farnham Easter Division Superintendent
bevchase@aol.com

Contributor
Michael Collins
MMR 157
AP Chair—
Southern Division

AP—Service Awards
In the Achievement Program,
there are three service to the hobby certificates …
Model Railroad Author (watch
for my article in a future NMRA magazine), Association Official and Association
Volunteer. If you plan to become an MMR
you need at lease one of these certificates.
Volunteering is another aspect of
our hobby. There is always something to
be done. A lot of jobs can use your time
and talent helping fellow modelers, a nice
balance to your craftsmanship and enjoyment of railroad modeling.
All organizations like ours need
people to help in the operation and function of the region, divisions and various
gatherings such as 100% NMRA clubs,
workshops, train shows, meeting events
and the annual convention. Without hands
-on support, not much would get done.
We are fortunate to have members that
volunteer (thank you one and all), but we
could use more, along with your ideas. As
a bonus, a hidden benefit, is meeting people with the same interest; and maybe acquiring new friends.
Get your Certificate by collecting
Page 8

sixty (60) certified Time Units (TU). To
qualify, go to the nmra.org website, select
Education, then Achievement Program,
Categories and finally Volunteer. Checkout the thirteen ways to accumulate TU’s.
Common ways are items 4 & 5, as a committee member preforming a function. The
points doing various jobs add up over the
years. Hopefully you can spare some time
in several of these ways.
In the April 2022 issue of the
NMRA magazine, our President, MMR
Gordy Robinson, is looking for help with
some new national projects. And Cinthia
Priest, the magazines editor, asks you to
consider ‘what can I do?’ Check the e Bulletins May/June 2022 on
the nmra.org website about Volunteering
and running for an Office document.
Please read The Masters Series
articles listed for the Association Volunteer. And if you find a copy of the September 1992 NMRA Bulletin, another
good article on the AP Skills and Service
Awards by none other than our own MMR
Bob Chait (RIP) and myself covers elements of scenery, civil engineering (track
work), volunteering and becoming an official. Also copy the Statement of Qualifications (SOQ) and AP – Volunteer Record
and Validation Form that’s needed to keep
track of your efforts to qualify.

Summer 2022

Consideration
Showcase your abilities and get recognize
by helping out where there’s a need. Also,
think about running for an office someday,
a responsible facet of our organization. As
the story goes ‘It takes a village’ to have
an efficient and successful region. Get
involved, become an advocate of giving
back to the World’s Greatest Hobby.

The Journal Box

MMR Michael Collins, SSR
- AP - Southern Division Chairman
presented Golden Spike Awards for
completing the requirements to Alan
Chesler (left) for his part of the HO
scale South Farmington Rail & Mule
Railroad (SFRM); and William Logan for his work on the N scale
South Florida Regional & Miami
(SFRM) model railroad.
Both are members of the
South Florida Railroad Museum located at the Deerfield Beach Amtrak
Station.

Two Golden Spike Awards!

The Journal Box
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Contributor
Robert Raymond

A Disposable Car Card
System

You’ll remember in the last issue
of the Journal Box (Spring, 2022) where
Ken Farnham detailed his car card system
(“Another Car Card System for Operations”). Well, our club – Orlando N-Trak had its own problems with a traditional
waybill/lading slip system – operators,
with frightening regularity, would tuck
them into their back pockets, forget about
them, and go home and wash them. Every
time this happened we had to recreate the
missing car cards and rerun the entire lading slip collection (since we didn’t know
which were missing). After several episodes of members bringing us handfuls of
matted drier lint, we tossed out more traditional systems.
The late Bruce Notman and I used
to carpool to Ken’s sessions. After Ken
introduced his new car card system, Bruce
and I discussed it on the way home. The
idea of his freeform, situational system
inspired us. The method we created was
perfect for a club full of operators suffering from occasional amnesias.
The LM&O railroad at our club
runs six freights each session, staging to
staging. The through cars do not carry paperwork – that’s just needless documentation. The only cars carded are those to be
dropped at the central yard. The yard sorts
these cars onto one of three locals, which
transport the cars to the correct industries.
After loading/unloading, they are brought
back to the yard and put on a train going
the correct direction.
The system we use is generated in
Excel. The cards are 2-1/2” by 4-1/2” (six
of them per printed sheet, perfect pocketsized). Each waybill details the movement
of a SPECIFIC CAR TYPE through classification to industry and back to the correct
outbound track. IT DOES NOT HAVE
SPECIFIC CAR INFORMATION WHEN
PRINTED. Rather, sheets of waybills are
printed and paper-cuttered as needed, then
filed in a recipe box (by type) for use by
the freight agents (between sessions).
When it comes time to card the
train (prior to the session) the freight
agents determine which cars are coming
off at the classification yard (generally this
is based on which cars are in the best location for the drop). A card of the correct
type is pulled for each drop and inforPage 10

mation regarding the car’s reporting mark
(road ID), car number, color and originating station are written on the card. These
three to five cards are placed in the correct
staging pocket for the conductor to grab up
with the train departs its station of origin
during the session.
When the freight arrives at the
classification yard, the conductor gives the
bills to the yardmaster who pulls the associated cars and spots them on the correct
yard track according to the routing information (“ROUTE shown in route order” –
in the real world, this is the list of interchanges the car passed through (so it can
return by the same route) – here, we use it
to determine how the car moves on the
layout).
In the example shown, this boxcar

showing the car’s progress, now at the
loading dock). When it is determined that
the car is ready to roll (the waybill is in the
correct pocket for pickup), the car is
picked up by the local and returned to the
yard, to be placed on Martin-6, the eastbound outbound track.
As mentioned, three eastbounds
come through a day and we don’t want all
outbound cars to go onto the first train. In
this, the freight agent divides the outbound
stack into thirds (one for each train in that
direction), slams a staple through the collective, and writes “Via train 202” (or
whatever is appropriate) on the back of the
stack and puts the cards back in the Martin
6 box. When 202 arrives, the yard crew
swaps out the inbounds for the correct cut
off track 6. Once the train reaches final
staging (in this case, Bound Brook, New
Jersey) the cards are literally thrown away
– completed. Or they can be washed –
that’s fine, too. Before the next session, the
new inbounds are carded and boxed, ready
to roll.
Sharp readers might notice that
the shipping information contains TWO
industries, a shipper and a consignee. Depending on who is sending what, usually
only one of these industries is in the scope
of our railroad (the other is an off-road
industry picked off the Op-Sig Industrial
database). To determine which is the
“true” industry, an “X” is listed following
the designation, indicating which industry
the local crew needs to seek out.
We have plenty of blank car
cards. If cards walk out the door before
leaving the railroad (or their paperwork is
otherwise misplaced) the freight agent can
use a blank card to route the car back off
the railroad.
It might seem odd, throwing away
your paperwork upon arrival. However,
our usual print run generates 150 cards
(and we keep them in separate Excel files
by type, so we can print only the types
we’re short of). In a typical session, the
freight agents will only card twenty-four
inbound cars on average (assuming six
trains with four setouts each). This means
we can run roughly six sessions between
printoffs.
This system really worked well
(XM) shows a routing of “M3-SH-M6”.
for us. Our crews don’t need to lug packs
This car would be classified into Martin-3 of cards with their trains and don’t suffer
track (setouts for the Shelfton Local). Once pat-downs when they leave for the night.
the local’s cut has been fully assembled
We don’t spend hours generating switch
(by session’s end) the freight department
lists. It’s easy, fairly cheap, and simple for
uses a hole-punch to punch out the “M3”
crews to understand. And it’s nice that our
indication (acknowledging the car has been
precious paperwork doesn’t end up in the
spotted on the correct track). The next day,
drier lint trap. Maybe one-use throw-away
the Shelfton Local (SH) delivers the boxpaperwork is something your club might
car to Heritage Furniture in Shelfton.
wish to consider.
Again, between sessions, the freight department punches out the “SH” indicator,
Summer 2022
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Rolling Hot
Tom Wilson’s
Pittsburgh and
West Virginia

Credit for all photos: Tom Wilson. Credit for the placement of the brakeman in the final photo: Robert Raymond.

The continuing journey of the 20th Anniversary Convention Car, Sunshine Region #1980.
After the Lehigh Valley Railroad
rinsed the peanut dust from #1980, our covered hopper swung west to Chicago to pick up
a load of ceramic frit sand, a carload ordered
up by the O Hommel refinery. Entering the
P&VW through the Connellsville interchange,
it rolled east to Rook yard.
Shown to the right, the car arrives at
Rook Yard on Alpha Jet 3. It’s 8:53 AM and
the switcher is ready to pluck it from the consist. Hotshot AJ3 will be gone in just over an
hour.
AJ3 is hardly out the door when
#1980 is tacked onto the Avella Freight Local,
spotting the hopper at the O Hommel plant.
The foreman has been screaming for his sand,
needed refinement into materials used in the
manufacturing of porcelain washers and driers. (below)

The Journal Box

Fun Fact: Tom Wilson’s P&WV runs its mainline via Time Table and Train Order,
while the jobs to the upper-deck steel mills run under the more progressive warrant system.
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After a day at O Hommel,
#1980 is bounced back to Rook and is
snagged by AJ1. Highballing on orders
east with flimsies putting opposing AJ2
an hour late but running with rights over
him, AJ1 barrels over Chartiers Creek,
just in time to be fumigated by a passing
Pennsy unit on their lower mainline.
Our engineer doesn’t have time
to admire this falling flag—he thinks he
can get through Bridgeville and on to
Avella in time to meet his overdue opposite.

And happily he makes his meet, tucked into the Avella siding with more than
enough time to meet AJ2. As his counterpart rattles past, our Alpha Jet eases out onto
the main, hesitating only long enough for his lead brakeman to swing aboard. Another
pause for the caboose crew to close the door behind him and the hotshot be off, running through the sunset, thirty minutes down but making up time.
With SSR #1980 along for the ride…
If you’d like to feature your layout hosting our plucky hopper, contact me at RobertRaymond@bellsouth.net and we’ll get our yellow hero to you.
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Contributor
Al Sohl, MRR 305

How we use forced
perspective to fool the eye
on the Western Bay O-Scale
Railroad
On our O scale (narrow Gauge,
circa 1939) railroad we (like most model
railroaders in the hobby) are always craving for more layout room. Even though we
have a 950 Sq. Ft. area to build this rather
sizable layout we (myself and the great
bunch of guys who show up Tuesday
nights to assist with their amazing skills)
are still trying to make it appear like the
open vastness of the Colorado and New
Mexico landscape in which the DRGW as
well as the RGS built their empire in the
late 19th and early 20th Century.
Here are some simple tricks and
techniques we used to fool the visitor’s
eye:
In the scale we are modeling (O
scale) it is especially hard to find many
actual scale (1/48th) figures or vehicles.
Most vehicles are made either in a 1/43rd or
1/50th size, but just a few in true 1/48th O
scale. This is true, though not as severe for
scale figures.
Please see the example of Picture
#1 which shows an O scale vernier and of
the 1st unpainted figure, over 6’ 6”! Next
to him are three other samples of the
“scale" figures that should never be posed
close to each other on a layout.

(Picture 2)
We take advantage of this as seen
in Picture #2. Here I modeled a fallen
tree near the edge of the layout (almost
crashing onto an outhouse), by adding
two of the larger (1/43rd) scale figures

which stand there telling the “story”
and the figures further away from the
edge of the layout are a true 1/48th scale
size but the eye is fooled by forced
perspective.

(Picture 3)
Picture #3 is similar; the figures posed at the front of the platform are larger
than the figures standing back by the building. The eye is once again tricked into
believing it “just isn’t so.”
The vehicles in our scale as mentioned above are also very difficult to find
but I used this to my advantage, shown in Picture #4 (following page). The 16th
Street Bridge I built spanning over our Denver yard is normally viewed from our
aisle. Here I placed two 1/43rd vehicles
closest to the viewer where as the next
auto is indeed a 1/48th scale. It sits almost a third of the way in from said aisle,
midway I planted the 1/50th scale bus and
toward the back end of the bridge are two
1/64th scale trucks. I like to use different
scale animals to fool the viewer’s eye in
a few areas as well.

(Picture 1)
The Journal Box
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(Picture 6)
Picture #6 shows where I
built a few snow fences in HO
scale size and placed them up
near the top of this mountain

scenery along with a few HO
sheep eating some mountain
grass. It is only about a foot away
from the main (O scale) line track

(Above—Picture 4 Below—Picture 5)
Last: I built this Maud (no E in Maud) Monroe
mine in Picture #9 and Picture #10 in S scale
however the building closest to the aisle (the
mine office) is O scale. The hoist house behind
the M&M mine is HO size. I added a few S
scale figures to the mine scene and an HO figure up on the hill behind the mine in front of
the hoist house. We think that when visitors
(and our ‘regulars’ visiting to operate during
our monthly Saturday Op sessions) look at any
or all of these scenes on the Port Saint Lucie,
FL, O Narrow Gauge Western Bay Railroad
get the feeling that there is some real distance
(more so than actual) up close to “further back”
which is ‘forcing the perspective’!
Stop by for a visit and see if you agree?

Picture #5 demonstrates
how I used HO scale deer for
the scene near the base of the
mountain posed on the opposite side of our main line and
N scale deer (and a bear) higher up to portray them as twice
the distance than the ones
nearest the viewer.
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The following scenes are examples of
where I used forced perspectives with structures... Picture #7 and Picture #8 I built seven
ore buckets and three ore towers we portray
feeding our ore dump near the bottom at our
rail siding. Closest to the aisle, three buckets
are the correct O scale size as is the tower but
the next pair of buckets I built are 1/70th scale
the tower behind them is 1/87th, further up are
the smaller pair of buckets, 1/150th scale and
the tower on the top of the mountain is 1/160th
size. The mountain is an actual seven feet high
from our floor but I wanted it to appear like it
is many hundreds of scale feet from the ore
dump siding up to the peak where the ore is fed
from a ‘No See Em Mine’ on the other side.

Summer 2022

Email me for best times and directions.
als0622@yahoo.com
(All photos mentioned in this text block on
following page).
Editor’s Note: I’ve been to the WBRR and
operated on it many times (see Picture 3 for my
station agent post). And all the time I was
there, I never noticed these clever perspective
tricks. So hats off to Al for his wonderful work!

The Journal Box

(

Left—Picture 7,
Below—Picture 8)

(Left—Picture

9,
Below—Picture 10)

The Journal Box
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